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MLA Style (9th Edition): Works Cited 
Book Chapter  

Book Editor(s) 
Title Title 

G oudge, Thomas A. “Philosophical Literature.” Literary History of 

Canada: Canadian Literature in English, edited by Carl F. Klinck 
 

et al., 2nd ed., vol. 3, U of Toronto P, 1976, pp. 84-103.  
0.5 in

Version Publisher Date Page Range 

Volume 

Formatting: Double-space your Works Cited page and use a 0.5 inch hanging indent 
for each entry. 

Author(s): Reverse the first author’s name, starting with their last name, a comma, then 

the rest of their name. If there is a second author, add a comma, the word “and” then the 

second author’s first and last names (not reversed). If there are three or more authors, write 

the first author’s name as described, followed by “et al.” End the author information with a 

period. 

Chapter Title:   In quotation marks, write the title of the chapter using title case (i.e. capi-

talizing all major words). Follow the title with a period placed before the closing quotation 

mark.  

Book Title: In italics, write the title of the book, followed by a comma. 

Editors: Write “edited by” and the first and last name of the book’s editor in normal order. If 

there is a second editor, write the word “and” and their name. If there are three or more 

editors, follow the first editor’s name with “et al.” Follow the editor information with a comma. 

Version: If there is more than one version or edition of the book, include that information 

next. Write the name of the edition and abbreviate “edition” to “ed.” (e.g. Updated ed.). If 

the book is a numbered edition, write it in number form without superscript (e.g. 2nd ed.). 

Follow the version information with a comma. 

Volume: If the book is one volume of a multi-volume set, write “vol.” and the number of the 

volume you are using (e.g. vol. 2), followed by a comma. 

Publisher: Write the name of the company that published the book, followed by a comma. 

Abbreviate the words “University” and “Press” to “U” and “P.” 

Date: Write the year the book was published, followed by a comma. 

Page Range: Write “pp.” followed by the chapter’s page range, and end with a period. 




